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1. steel
Sentence: The metal bridge is made of strong steel.
Definition: a strong metal alloy of iron and carbon

2. steal
Sentence: Do not steal or take what is not yours.
Definition: to take something belonging to someone else

3. aloud
Sentence: Please read aloud rather than silently.
Definition: not silently; in a voice that can be heard

4. allowed
Sentence: When I turn sixteen, I will be allowed to drive.
Definition: given permission or enabled to do something

5. ring
Sentence: The married woman wears a wedding ring.
Definition: decorative band worn on the finger

6. wring
Sentence: I will wring the water out of my wet towel.
Definition: to twist and squeeze

7. lesson
Sentence: The teacher taught a math lesson on fractions.
Definition: a learning experience or session

8. lessen
Sentence: I'll help carry some to lessen your burden.
Definition: to reduce in size, number, or extent

9. who's



Sentence: Who's on the telephone?
Definition: contraction of "who is"

10. whose
Sentence: I found a coin and do not know whose it is.
Definition: belonging to a person

11. manor
Sentence: A country estate is often called a manor.
Definition: a large country house with land; an estate

12. manner
Sentence: He has a kind manner and treats others with respect.
Definition: type of conduct, method, or way of being

13. pedal
Sentence: I pressed my foot down on the gas pedal.
Definition: foot operated lever used to control a mechanism

14. peddle
Sentence: The seller will peddle wares at each house.
Definition: sell items by going from place to place

15. berry
Sentence: I picked a red, ripe berry for the jam.
Definition: a small, soft fruit with many seeds

16. bury
Sentence: Bury the treasure in the sand to hide it.
Definition: to place underground, to hide

17. hanger
Sentence: He put his coat on a hanger and hung it up.
Definition: a device used to suspend from something

18. hangar
Sentence: A hangar is a storage building for airplanes.
Definition: a building to house or store aircraft



19. overdo
Sentence: An actor may overdo his makeup for the stage.
Definition: to go beyond the norm or to be excessive with

20. overdue
Sentence: I will be fined for my overdue library book.
Definition: past the specified time for arrival

21. canvass
Sentence: He planned to canvass his friends for advice.
Definition: to ask for opinions or votes

22. canvas
Sentence: I painted with oils on the textured canvas.
Definition: surface of stiff fabric for a painting

23. site
Sentence: We chose the site, or location, for a picnic.
Definition: location of a structure or event

24. sight
Sentence: Fireworks are a beautiful sight to see.
Definition: something to be seen or which can be seen

25. cite
Sentence: He will cite where he found the information.
Definition: mention or give reference to
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